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With the K-1 MAX 70kg Japan Tournament taking place the following day, September 24th's
Krush 12 was largely forgotten about. The event was headlined by a triple main event of Team
Dragon's Hirotaka Urabe, Ryuji Kajiwara and Hideaki Yamazaki facing off against Chinese
Sanshou fighters whose names I believe are Zhang Bo, Liu Wei and Ming Ming Chen. Also on
this card was the rematch of the Krush 2009 Lightweight tournament semifinal between Naoki
"Naokick" Ishikawa and "Kyoken" Yuji Takeuchi.
In the main event, Krush 60kg champion Hirotaka Urabe defeated Chinese Sanshou fighter
Zhang Bo, but not without some trouble. Urabe took a majority decision on scores of 30-30 and
30-29(x2) and Boutreview's on-site reporter scored it a 30-30 draw after 3. The close win is
somewhat of a letdown as Urabe had been on a roll with his dominant performances in the
Krush 60kg tournament. Nonetheless, it's a 5th straight win for Urabe. Next for him is unknown
as he just dismissed a fight with RISE champion Kosuke Komiyama. Perhaps a title defense
against Naoki Ishikawa could be in his future with Masaaki Noiri being tied up in the Krush
Supernova tournament.

In the co-main event, Krush 63kg champion Ryuji Kajiwara managed to squeak by Chinese
fighter Liu Wei as a result of a 2nd round penalty by Wei that resulted in an immediate yellow
card and a point deduction. The final scores were 30-29, 29-28 and 30-28 in favor of Kajiwara
and had it not been for the point deduction, the fight would have gone to an extension round.
The win puts Kajiwara back on the winning track after his loss to Masaaki Noiri in the
quarterfinals of the K-1 63kg Japan tournament ended his 6-fight win streak.
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The final fight in the Team Dragon vs China saga was also at 63kg where Team Dragon fighter
Hideaki Yamazaki knocked out Chinese fighter Ming Ming Chen at 56 seconds into the 2nd
round with a knee to the body, sweeping the challenge for Team Dragon. The win is Yamazaki's
3rd straight and moves the 24 year old to 10-1-1 (5 KOs) with the only blemishes on his record
being a draw back in 2009 and a TKO loss to TaCa earlier this. For Chen, it's a second straight
stoppage loss after losing to Hirotaka Urabe by stoppage back in July.

In the night's most hyped fight, Naoki "Naokick" Ishikawa got back on the winning track with a 2
round technical decision win in a rematch of a great fight with "Kyoken" Yuji Takeuchi on scores
of 18-17(x3). In their first fight, a spot in the finals of the Krush 2009 Lightweight tournament
was up for grabs and both men fought hard for it, but ultimately Naokick scored a spectacular
2nd round flying knee knockout. However, Ishikawa got cut and was unable to participate in the
finals. Before this bout, Takeuchi weighed in 1.7kg over and was deducted a point, 30% of his
purse and had to wear 8 oz. gloves compared to Ishikawa's 6 oz. gloves. Both camps also
decided to allow clinches and elbows. In the first round, I believe Takeuchi was able to score
one or two downs while Ishikawa either scored one or two downs, as Boutreview's reporter
scored the round 8-8, with the round ultimately going to Ishikawa 8-7 as a result of the point
deduction. In the second round, Ishikawa started to take an advantage, but not before a clash of
heads near the end of the round caused a cut to form on Naokick's head, much like their first
bout. With the cut, the fight was stopped and Ishikawa got the decision. After the bout, Ishikawa
announced that he wished to face the winner of the Krush Supernova tournament and would
retire following the bout. Krush event producer Mitsuru Miyata was reluctant to give Ishikawa the
bout and was hesitant about letting him retire. The win is a bright spot in what has been a rough
patch of Ishikawa's career, as this win puts him at just 2-4 in his last 6. Takeuchi is now on a
two-fight losing streak after losing in the finals of the Krush tournament to Hirotaka Urabe.

In a trio of 63kg fights, Krush 63kg Tournament participant Naoki Terazaki got an extension
round decision over Makoto Nishiyama while fellow Krush 63kg tournament participants TaCa
and Takuya Shirahama lost to former NJKF Lightweight champion Kazuki and NOMAN,
respectively. TaCa was coming off of a win over Hideaki Yamazaki, but lost in the extension
round by TKO to Kazuki who is bouncing back from losing his NJKF title to Keijiro Miyakoshi.
Shirahama made it to the semifinals of the Krush tournament, but lost to Koya Urabe and has
now lost two straight after this loss to NOMAN.

Members of Team Dragon rounded out the card, going 5-2 overall with notable member Takumi
picking up a win.

The next Krush event is the day-night round of 16 and quarterfinals of their Under-22
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Supernova Tournament.{jcomments on}
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